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Just-In-Time Inventory Management:
Has It Made a Difference?
Inventory investment is a closely watched cyclical indicator, even though it is normally only a
small portion of real GOP. It is valuable as an indicator because it is so volatile in the short run
that it often accounts for much of the volatility in
real GOP. Indeed, since World War II, declines
in inventory investment have accounted for over
70 percent of declines in real GOP during recessions, on average. Therefore, an unusual buildup
of inventories may be viewed as a precursor of
an economic slowdown, as firms cut back production to eliminate unwanted inventories, while
a rapid inventory drawdown suggests just the opposite. This framework assumes that there is a
benchmark or "normal" level of inventories held
by businesses relative to sales or output, and that
an unusual deviation in the inventory-to-sales
ratio relative to its long-run value might be
viewed as indicating a change in the cyclical
phase.
Recently, the business press and management
literature have focused much attention on the
adoption of the "just-in-time" UIT) inventory
technology in the U.S. during the 1980s, which
lets firms operate with a significantly lower inventory-to-sales ratio. It is argued that the widespread adoption of JIT has lowered the normal
level of inventories in the

u.s.

This Letter examines whether there has been a
significant downward shift in the business sector's inventory holdings relative to sales in the
1980s, and finds that the evidence is not as clear
as some observers claim. In fact, the analysis
suggests that the relationship between inventory
investment and its key economic determinants
changed little during the 1980s.

The upside and downside of )IT
A number of case studies have described the adoption of jlT inventory management techniques by
firms, and two stories will serve to illustrate
its upside and its downside. On the upside, the
Journal of Purchasing and Materials Management (1987) reported the experiences of HarleyDavidson, the motorcycle firm. According to the

u.s.

article, the company was driven to the verge of
bankruptcy by its japanese competitors, who
practiced liT. Harley-Davidson lobbied for a
temporary trade barrier, and while the trade
protection was in place, it adopted jlT, which
contributed to its recovery and eventual re-emergence as a competitive business.
The downside risks of jlT are illustrated by the
experience of a California computer producer in
the mid-1980s. In this case, the firm's assembly
plant received parts on a weekly jlT basis from a
supplier in the Far East. But when one shipment of
parts turned out to be defective, the operations
of the entire plant came to a halt, and activity
throughout the chain of sales and distribution
was disrupted for a couple of weeks. To correct
the situation the company had to send executives
to the parts supplier and had a special shipment
of parts air-freighted (Ramey 1989). This example
illustrates that jlT does not necessarily always offer an unambiguous net benefit to all firms.

Measurement problems
The inventory-to-sales (IS) ratio is a commonly
observed measure of inventory behavior. The particular IS ratio considered here measures the
existing stock of inventories relative to sales of
the manufacturing and trade sectors. In considering the IS ratio, it is important to note that inventories in the manufacturing sector are made
up of goods in various stages of production, and
it is difficult to obtain a precise measurement of
inventories in the earlier stage. The inventories
consist of goods in three stages: materials and
supplies, work-in-progress, and finished goods.
As of the late 1980s, finished goods accounted
for less than 30 percent of the manufacturing sector's total inventory holdings, while materials and
supplies and work-in-progress made up about 40
and 30 percent, respectively.
The case of the automobile industry can be used
to illustrate the problem in obtaining good constant dollar estimates of inventories, which are
not affected by changes in the prices over time.
First, data become available on the nominal
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values of the inventories in each stage of production. To arrive at the constant dollar values,
the proper price deflator must be applied to the
nominal values. This step is particularly difficult
for inventories in the earliest stages of produc~
tion-materials and supplies. For the auto industry these inventories consist of items such
as tires, metal frames, and computer chips. To
measure the constant dollar value of such diverse
items accurately, the price deflator must incorporate individual input factor prices, as well as their
share in the total stock of materials and supplies.
The necessary information on the mix of input
factors in producing a particular product is rather
limited. As a consequence, analysts use "inputoutput" tables, which show how much and what
type of input factors typically are required to produce a particular type of output.

New vs. old measures of the IS ratio
In early 1993 the Bureau of Economic Analysis
released a benchmark revision to the inventory
and sales data. The revision had an important effect on estimates of the IS ratio data, as illustrated
in Figure 1. The revised is ratio is measured in
1987 dollars, and it reflects the input-output table
as of 1982, whereas the pre-revision IS ratio was
based on the input-output table of 1967, and is
measured here in 1982 dollars. Both the new and
the old measures show similar cyclical patterns.
They rise markedly just before business cycle
peaks; they continue to rise during subsequent
contractions (shaded periods in Figure 1), and
then they tend to fall in expansions.

Figure 1
Manufacturing IS Ratios
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During the second half of the 1980s, however, the
two measures exhibit different patterns with regard to the secular trend. The ratio measured in
1982 dollars shows a sharp decline in the late
1980s, suggesting shift in the levels of inventories. This would support the view that JIT is
playing a big role in inventory management.
However, a downward trend is less obvious in
the revised data.
Part of the explanation for the upward revision in
the IS ratio in the 1980s is that, since the revised
input-output table is more detailed, it better reflects the technology components in the production mix. Integrated computer chips, for example,
common in today's automobiles, were not used in
cars produced in the late 1960s. Furthermore, the
new IS estimates also reflect the significant price
declines in computing equipment during the
1980s. Under the old measure, the constant dollar value of the inventories of computer chips for
1987 were underestimated because they were deflated by a higher 1982 price.
Based on these considerations, the 1987 constant
dollar IS ratio is more reliable than the one measured in terms of th~ 1982 constant dollar. The IS
ratio measured in current dollars is a potentially
useful alternative. However, the amplitude of
fluctuations in the current dollar IS ratio around
recessions is very big and hence it is hard to discern a change in the long term trend.
The IS ratio examined so far is limited to the
manufacturing and trade sectors. For a more
complete analysis, we need to look at aggregate
inventory behavior. Also, a more systematic examination of the dynamic relationship between
inventory investment and related variables is
needed to see whether there has been a shift in
the responsiveness of inventories to changes
in their economic determinants.

Behavior of aggregate inventory investment
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Is there a stable long-term relationship between
aggregate inventory investment and changes in
aggregate outputover time? Such a relationship
offers a frame of reference for comparing the pattern of aggregate inventory investment since
1980. Indeed, a simple relationship between inventory investment and output growth has been
observed for a number of years. Namely, the ratio
between the aggregate inventory investment and
the annual change in real CDP remains stable
over time (see, for example, Hall and Taylor
1991). Based on this relationship, it will be useful

to see whether the observations in the 1980s, the
period when JIT would have had the most impact, align with the general historical pattern
between inventory investment and changes in
output. Figure 2 presents the scatter plots of the
two variables where the observations from 1948
to 1980 are marked by triangles and the observations since 1980 are marked by squares. The
results do not support the contention that there
has been a significant downward shift in inventory due to an improvement in inventory management techniques, because the post-1980
observations, as a group, are not different from
the pattern seen in the observations for the earlier period.

Figure 2
Inventory Investment and Change in Real GDP

period would have been different from the first
one estimated using data from 1959-1980: However, the dynamic behavior of the two models in
response to an unforeseen change in output, or
in the interest rate, is not substantially different
across the two models.
Next, the dynamic simulations from the two
models were examined to see whether there was
a significant divergence. Both models were used
to forecast inventory investment for 1994 through
1996 conditioned on the same set of information.
The difference in the forecasts from the two models is quite small and statistically insignificant. in
other words, the model estimated from the sample that includes the additional10-year period
from the 1980s is not materially different from
the model estimated from the shorter sample.
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The relationship between aggregate inventory
investment and its key determinants does not appear to have shifted significantly since 1980. This
finding does not deny that there have been technological developments in the area of inventory
management, especially in manufacturing. However, the effect of any improvement in inventory
management is not discernible in either the manufacturing sector or the aggregate real inventory
investment data to this point.
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Change in Real GOP
This informal test is confirmed by econometric
analysis (of a vector autoregression), which models the change in real GOP, inventory investment
(both measured in 1987 dollars), consumer price
inflation, and the 6-month commercial paper
rate (the results are available from the author
upon request). The latter two variables are included to capture the effects of inventory financing costs. Two identically specified econometric
models were estimated for the periods 1959.Q21980.Q4 and 1959.Q2-1989.Q4. If there had
been a significant shift in the relationship during
the 1980s, the model covering the whole sample
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